10,000 New

Support the Ticket!
By Karl Hess
There is

a time in every political campaign
people are tired and even discouraged.
Things may not seem to be going right. There’s
never enough money. There’s always more

when

work to be done. There

view of foreign

Libertarians
Is His Goal

ertarian alternative to middle-class voters who
have watched their previously favored old-

By Andre Marrou

political experience, and outspoken libertarian
policy and the economy is being
accorded unusually extensive attention by a
usually hostile press corps, is offering a lib¬

to be

party candidates either collapse in the pri¬

enough people to do it Advice is ignored.
Feathers are ruffled. Egos are bruised. Per¬
sonal turf is invaded. Infighting takes its toll.

maries or in temporizing debates.
Andre Marrou offers an across-the-board,
hard-core libertarian message strengthened by
notable legislative service. Additionally, he
works hard wherever he goes to help local
candidates and local party-building efforts—
the grassroots base of the party’s future. Rus¬
sell Means, like Ron Paul, reaches out to
constituencies which can substantially benefit
from libertarian actions but which have not
until now been so seriously lured toward them

never

seem

Groan.
Libertarians

are as likely to reach such a
point as anyone else.
They should get over it as quickly as possible.
Think of it as growing pains.
The Libertarian Party campaign for the
presidency and vice-presidency of the United
States and for dozens, even hundreds, of other
political posts around the country, has every

vigorous

ahead, to glow with
energy, to blaze with determination, and to
build the party and spread its message as
reason to press

widely and

powerfully

possible.
Ron Paul and Andre Marrou are giving us a
superb opportunity to reach more people, to
present libertarian positions as practical al¬
ternatives. They are great candidates and they
are doing a great job, each of them in their own
ways. Additionally, Russell Means, although
defeated for the nomination, continues to work
hard and speak for libertarianism as he travels
the country as Andre Marrou’s honorary cam¬
paign manager.
Ron Paul, whose obvious sincerity, past
as

Races
Campaign

season

as

is heating

up,

and with

paign ’88” committee, is hard at work, not only
recruiting candidates, but also providing sup¬
port and training.
A candidate training workshop was held in
Indianapolis, April 16-17, during the NatCom
meeting. The workshop consisted of sessions
on planning, organizing, and running a suc¬
cessful campaign, and highlights were video¬
taped. Copies of the videotape will be made
available to state parties so the workshop can

be repeated at the local level.

Campaign ’88 is already in the process of
identifying additional prospective candidates
and contacting them with letters from Ron
Paul, Jim Turney, Paul Jacob, and/or Das¬
bach. A reprint of the “Libertarian Political

Fund it Contribute.
I campaign in 15 to

20 cities each month. I

try to schedule at least 30 high school and col¬

lege speeches. Students are intrigued and ex¬
liberty and self-respon-

cited about individual

by libertarian campaigners.
As political candidates, Ron Paul and Andre

Andre Marrou

Marrou offer this

political party its best oppor¬
tunity to spread its political message. I endorse
and support that message and the libertarian
candidates who are carrying it.
/ am working for Ron Paul and Andre
Marrou, doing what I can, where I can,
whenever I

5143 Blanton Drive
Las Vegas, NV 89122
702-435-3218

can.

Certainly this political effort, if waged well,
with

libertarian future beyond
politics, and as part of a broader, worldwide
libertarian movement, is worthy of the Liber¬
tarian Party’s best efforts. And this party is
worthy of our candidates’ best efforts. Hurray
an

eye to a

LP NEWS Photo

by Randy Langhenry

Andre Marrou, LP's Vice-Presidential candi¬
date, celebrated Thomas Jefferson’s birthday
with a group of Libertarians at the Jefferson

Memorial in Washington, DC.

foe all of them!

Ron’s a Hit
At Berkeley

Revving Up

Ron Paul and Andre Marrou leading the way,
the LP will very likely set new records across
the country for Libertarian candidates seeking
office.
More important, however, is the fact that
there are outstanding opportunities for a record
number of Libertarian victories.
Steve Dasbach, chair of the LP’s “Cam¬

As the Libertarian Vice-Presidential Candi¬

date, I have put together a program to recruit
10,000 new Libertarians this year. I’m in¬
vesting a year of my life to achieve this. But I
can’t do it without you. Hear me out on the
program. If it makes sense to you, invest in it.

Ron Paul at the Berkeley campus of the
University of California? It almost sounds

Action” booklet, extensively revised and up¬
dated by Dave Walters, is in the works, and the

like a violation of some law of nature, given
the far-left reputation that the campus earned

Campaign ’88 committee is working on other
activities including a candidate information

But, the times they are
a’changing! In fact, they’ve changed.
Jim Peron, proprietor of Free Forum
Books, and one of those working with our
presidential candidate during his recent
visit to Berkeley, reports that Ron Paul
really won over a substantial student audi¬
ence of about 500 with his
carefully chosen
emphasis on such topics as objection to the
aggressive U.S. policy in the Persian Gulf
and a reasoned appeal to end the so-called
war on drugs by returning free choice to free

packet, campaign network

news

mailings, and

issue papers.
Dasbach is trying to keep an updated
all LP candidates around the country.

list of
State
chairs should make every effort to keep Das¬
bach and his Campaign ’88 committee in¬
formed of candidates in their state. You can
at 215 Third Street, Ft

contact Dasbach

Wayne, IN, 46806;

or

call 219-422-5631.

The number of announced LP candidates is

growing everyday, and the LP NEWS will be
covering more of these as the races heat up. In
this issue you will find stories concerning
several city council races which have already
taken place, as well as some of the campaign
which we have received. While
the LP NEWS would like to be able to cover

a

decade

or so

ago.

dates in your area and we will make every
effort to provide coverage.

involved in the Libertarian Movement?

My campaign has printed

up

1000 carbon¬

less paper sign-up forms. Each form has room
for 25 names, addresses, and phone numbers.
After each speech, I ask, “Who would like to

learn more about Libertarian ideas and the
Libertarian Party? Who would like to receive
more information?” Then a local volunteer

prints their names, addresses, and phone num¬
bers. We usually get 20 to 35 inquiries after
each speech.
Before I leave the city, I tear off the duplicate
sheet and give it to the local Libertarians. I ask
them to call each person within 48 hours, thank
them for their interest, and invite them to the

Libertarian get-together in the city.
When I get back to my headquarters in Las

next

Vegas, I have all the names from all the cities
inputted into our computer. We send each
person a thank-you note and more information
within 7 days. But we don’t stop here. Every
three weeks, we will be sending a complete
printout of these names to every Libertarian
organization in the United States..free of
charge. Society for Individual Liberty. Laissez
Faire Books. Libertarian Party. Reason Maga¬
zine. Advocates for Self-Government Founda¬
tion for Economic Education. CATO. Liber¬

individuals.
Peron’s conclusion: “He did a great job.”
Proof of the pudding: At least 50 students

tarian Internationale. Ron Paul for President.

signed

mail information to these interested individuals.

the spot to get further informa¬
tion about the Libertarian Party.
up on

announcements

every Libertarian’s campaign, budget and per¬
sonnel limitations make it impossible for us to
do so. Please keep us informed on the candi¬

sibility. They ask questions. They want to
They are willing to challenge the
But how do we get them actively

know more.
Statist Quo.

Ron Paul
News:

Page 6

These organizations will be

encouraged to

These prospective Libertarians will be

ex¬

posed to challenging and intelligent ideas from
the whole spectrum of Libertarianism. A dozen
encounters with liberty in the next 21
days.
Some will fill SIL. Others will hook up with
Hess. Or agree with FEE. Or blitz Fritz. No
matter what segment they respond to, the
Libertarian Movement grows.
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Civilian Based Defense

CORRECTION

LP Wins in MI
In what might be a harbinger
in 1988, Libertarian Party

come

of things to
member the

the

During the campaign, Clifton emphasized
rights, as well as
promising he would resign his post if he ever
failed to address a resident’s complaint or
problem within 48 hours.
After the election, Clifton said he “would
eventually like to serve in the (state) legisla¬
fewer taxes and property

Church of Christ, won the post

of Addison,
Michigan village trustee on March 14. Ad¬
dison is a village of about 650 people.
Clifton ran as a Libertarian against two in¬
cumbent Republicans and two Democrats.
The five-way race was for three seats. Clifton

dozen of his area’s newspapers; newspapers
with combined circulations of about 200,000,

reaching virtually

every voter

or

New

K.

.

..

.

as a

or

Write For Sample Copy:
The Libertarian Alternative
1 St. John’s Rd *301

Toronto, Ontario

An

on

the Ministry of

Government: the Principles
a

series of books that

the Biblical foundations of
government, as they apply to twentieth
century American political economy.
This series of books is unique in that it
scripturally exposes the primary pur¬
pose and function of governexpose

Credit Card No.

PmcnE which is the protection
of

individual

freedom.

Church and State in the

Add.

State

Obtain by sending

Zip

'Optional, Federal Election Commission requires

we ask
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•
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satisfied with these results? Do

you want to

keep getting these results?

un-Christian.

$12.00 to:

Synergistic Ministries
P.O. Box 16603
St.

Paul, MN 55116

phone numbers below:

Or would you like to double

your

effectiveness in just six short weeks?

The Essence of Political Persuasion
A

Powerful, Intense 3-Hour Audio Cassette Training Program

by Michael Emerling
The Essence of Political Persuasion will enable you to

enjoyably, easily and effectively win hundreds of people

over to

libertarianism. This year and next

year.

Listen to the experts:

"I have

a

set

of Michael's tapes.

I needed to learn the stuff before I could teach it. Thank you very much, Michael Emerling"- Marshall Fritz

"Enjoyable, enlightening, effective."
"Emerling is the most innovative

-

Jorge Amador

person

in the field of persuasion. His tapes

"The Essence of Political Persuasion will transform you

into

a

far

more

are

great."

-

Dave Walter

effective libertarian activist. Buy this training

program now.

It will change
-

Make Check

or

Michael

Emerling
Dept. 2
Vegas, NV 89126

Box 28368,

Las

r

your

life."

Andre Marrou

Money Order Payable to:
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God, and repudiates those
traditions as unscriptural, and

Many People Have You Turned Into Libertarians This Year?
Write their names, addresses, and

It

thereby abandons centuries of
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district.

ture.”
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Association

a

NEWS, March-April 1988). Emsberger,
co-founder of the Society for Individual
Liberty, is running in the Eighth Congres¬
sional District of Pennsylvania.
Emsberger, running one of the most care¬
fully crafted libertarian races ever seen, has
received extensive newspaper coverage in a

board.

reverend in the United

a

last-minute editing change, the
location of Don Emsberger’s race for the
U.S. House of Representatives was omitted
from the front page story covering him (LP

leading vote-getter in the election,
outdistancing the four old party candidates,
and will now serve a two-year term on the
was

Reverend James W. Clifton became the first
elected Libertarian in Michigan.

Clifton, 36 and

Due to

Tennessee Student Teaches
Nothing is

more

important to the future of

the libertarian movement
tivism of the Libertarian

or

the present ac¬

Party than an ef¬
fective presence on college campuses. Bobby
Taylor is an example of what can be done
along those lines.
He entered the University of Tennessee as a
freshman last year and immediately joined
the staff of the student paper, The Beacoa
Since then he has published 18 columns in the
paper and has helped establish a Libertarian
Student Association on campus. Using the
New Enlightenment video series as an entice¬
ment, the LSA had 25 people at its first
meeting, compared to the 15 who showed up
for a Democrat Party rally.
The student group also is actively boosting
the Ron Paul campaign for the presidency.
Here is an excerpt from one of Taylor’s

Wired

Party

columns:
Clearly, one of democracy’s chief problems—
maybe even its greatest one—is that it tells how
a government should be organized, but says
nothing about what a government should do.
As radical as the proposition may seem, one
could easily argue that the evolution of western
governments from limited protectors of in¬
dividual rights to mammoth, unbounded dis¬
tributors of power and privilege is directly
attributable to the shortcomings of the demo¬

campus

cratic process.

Democracy can be an excellent system of
government, lending both stability and security
to a

society, but only if the duties and powers of
are strictly and permanently limited

the state

are

these other electronic

•
now

Pat Fallon, a long-time libertarian, and
system operator (SYSOP) of what is

our

a

tated fashion and politics
—

^COLLECTIBLE ^^BOOK I GAME

every

game,

Gordon 7bllock

The brilliant analysis of eco¬
nomic and political processes
in a Constitutional system.
BUCHANAN is the 1986
Nobel Laureate in Economics.
#1089 361 pp., paperback, $12.95

roll of the

dice.
$14.95

.#9040 boxed

through the ages.
#6047 724 pp., paperback, $8.95

THE CALCULUS OF
CONSENT The Logical
Foundations of Con¬
stitutional Democracy
by James Buchanan and

□ VIDEO TAPE S3 AUDIO TAPE

while avoiding audits

lurking with

talk of Libertarian

Party mem¬
becoming Republicans, some Republi¬
cans are becoming supporters of the Liber¬
tarian Party. One example: Mel Jones, a
Republican precinct committeeman from Col¬
linsville, IL, is trying to form a PAC (Political
Action Committee) that would have as its sole
purpose “promoting the candidacy of Ron
some

Mel’s address is Box 22, Collinsville,

IL62234.

Telephone: 618-345-5816 or-5288.

broad

scams,

manias, and fads that have dic¬

operator.
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poignant and delightful writ¬
ings from the master of
American prose. He lances the
bombast of polititians, enter¬
tainers, and many others.

Hayek charts how government
controls lead inevitably to more
and more controls, destroying
individual political and economic
freedoms. "Here is a great deal of
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it in
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STICK THE IRS
In this

ticularly in the Riverside, San Bemadino areas
of California. The telephone access number
(data only) is 714-781-9575. “Outlanders,”

on

with

□ players exciting board

Bulletin Board Service for libertarians par¬

Networking Association
holding a conference in Philadelphia (May
12-15), the theme of which is “Beyond Elec¬
tronic Mail, People and Organizations at Work
in a Global Economy.” One person attending
has promised to bring up a discussion of ways
in which political organizations can use ad¬
vanced networking techniques and will report

AND THE MADNESS OF
CROWDS by Charles Mackay
From Alchemy to Mesmerism
to witch burnings to the

ORDER
TOLL FREE

#9003 258 pp.,hardcover. $19.95

• Renaissance Books
(P.O. Box 2451, Riv¬
erside, CA 92506), an outstanding libertarian
bookstore, is sponsoring the Inland Empire

is

currency

you
_

doing, is 71540,53.

3991.
• The Electronic

POPULAR DELUSIONS

excellent book shows what
results this will have and how

use of the forum. He has, for instance,
extended an invitation for Ron Paul to host an
on-line conference on the network. Fallon’s
CIS address, for anyone interested in what he’s

Everyone, the newsletter of the libertarian
caucus begun by Russell Means) are con¬
sidering their own electronic bulletin board
service. For information or to offer suggestions
or assistance, call Cynthia Nolen at 817-694-

Democracy can be a just and inspiring

system of government, worthy of reverence;
but if it is not understood, if its nature is
obscured by flowery rhetoric, it can prove to
be as dangerous and oppressive as tyranny

□ EXTRAORDINARY

that the government can track
throughout the economy. This

full

are

itself.

merated.

QUANTITY

This year, the U.S. Treasury has
announced its plan to replace

probably the world’s largest electronic political
forum, that of CompuServe Information Ser¬
vice, has urged the Ron Paul campaign to make

however,

tion of federal dollars, are unable to muster

government, we must recognize its faults and
take them into account when framing our
nation’s laws. State powers must be strictly
limited, and state duties must be clearly enu¬

by Jonathan Rice and Frances

If you are on an

Meanwhile, there

opposition. This process has led to a virtual
explosion in government spending: The federal
government now consumes nearly 25 percent
of the country’s wealth, and its take is growing
every year, with no end in sight.
For democracy to remain a viable form of

HOW TO SURVIVE
AND PROFIT FROM
THE COMING
CURRENCY RECALL

mail addresses of members interested in elec¬
tronic networking.

developments:

through a strong constitutional framework. If
democracy is implemented with weak or non¬
existent constitutional restraints, the rights of
individuals will invariably be trampled upon in
a mad dash for political influence.
The United States provides an excellent
example of this latter type of democracy.
While the U.S. Constitution guarantees im¬
portant civil rights, it does nothing to limit the
government’s power to tax, subsidize, regulate,
or borrow. This shortcoming has led to the
spectacle of extensive lobbying and special
interest legislation. Lobbyists effectively press
Congress for subsidies and special privilege,
while unorganized citizens, without the motiva¬

QUANTITY

Ciabattoni

3

LP Lesson

an

The Circus of Politics

Responses have been coming in to the
request by Joseph W. Dehn, III (Region Three
NatCom representative) in the last issue of the
Libertarian Party NEWS, for the electronic

E-mail system or plan to be,
please contact the Libertarian Party NEWS.
The information will be forwarded promptly to
Dehn, but receipt at the NEWS will give us a
way to keep a file on it. The goal of being able
instantly to communicate with every region of
the party remains a useful one.
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Libertylree Network

6600 Silacci Way, Dept. Q5, Gilroy, CA 95020
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Access, Accusations, New Job for Jacob
By Jim Turney
Ballot access is still our greatest concern,
and will be until September.
Especially impor¬
tant will be
financing drives in states with

outrageous requirements to get on their ballots.
The Ballot Access Committee, the national
Libertarian Party, and the Ron Paul Cam¬

paign, all put together, do not have the money
right now to finance petitioning in difficult
states.

Even though in

April

we got an

extension of

the

May 15 deadline in North Carolina (until
late July), we will not be able to afford a drive
there. My concern is that we hold the line at 49
states—we got only 39 states in ’84—we need
49 in ’88.
Our theme for this Spring is “49—not 39!”
The only way we will hold the line at 49 is if

libertarians (and fellow travelers) start col¬

lecting petition signatures voluntarily and/or
contributing money to our paid ballot access
drives. The problem isn’t that no one has
helped, but that we are getting too little, too
late. North Carolina had a very early deadline
as well as one of the highest valid
signature
requirements.
The Ballot Access Committee would not
commit to begin the effort there, and shouldn’t

anywhere else either, unless we are sure we can
are committed to getting on the
largest number of state ballots that our re¬
sources allow—our stated objective since cre¬
ating the Ballot Access Committee in 1985.
The need for an experienced leader for our
ballot access effort this year is so acute that a
dramatic step has been taken—Paul Jacob, our
National Director, is temporarily on full-time
assignment to the Ballot Access Committee.
This means we are immediately seeking an
finish it. We

“Acting National Director”

to fill his place at
the national office until November. This plan

approved at the recent National Com¬
mittee meeting in Indianapolis (April 16-17),
even though it was not publicly presented for
discussion and analysis prior to the meeting. I
believe that it is the best hope, at this time, for
was

the

success

I

of

our

ballot

access

effort.

pleased with some of the other
decisions made at this Indianapolis meeting.
These decisions were made after I was charged
with violating resolutions, abusing expense ac¬
counts, and general carelessness in performance
of my duties.
In the middle of an election year, I am reluc¬
tant to bring these matters into public discus¬
am

not

sion. If this were the first time there had been
such a National Committee performance, it
would be different. But it isn’t.

I am getting tired of the National Committee
meetings that are characterized by major struc¬
tural or procedural changes proposed and
enacted without prior notice or study. I am
tired of criticism that is saved until a meeting,
then suddenly and self-righteously proclaimed.
I am tired of misrepresentations of actions,
situations, and numbers. I am particularly
unhappy when these are used as a basis for
accusations of incompetence and lack of in¬
tegrity.
This time, I was accused of not following a
resolution requiring the Treasurer’s approval
of any contract of more than $1,000. Paul
Jacob purchased new membership cards since
we

were

tice since 1983, the National Committee voted
to end all further payments immediately. The

accusation

JENNIFER ROBACK
DAVE SCHOLL
PAT WAGNER
JANE WILLIAMS

703-662-3691

Contributing Editors

Libertarian Party
1528 Pennsylvania Ave., SE

Washington, DC 20003

abusing the

The Treasurer reported outrageously high
phone expenses for the last seven months—
averaging nearly $500 a month. No one asked
for any details for clarification, much less to
see photocopies of phone bills. No one asked
me for an explanation, even though I was
sitting right there. Of course, there was no
Treasurer’s report circulated before the meeting
(even privately) to give time for evidence to be

obtained.
I have since obtained copies of the phone
bills for the last seven months. Even a brief
examination is enough to make clear that the
Treasurer made a gross error.
It bothers me that such serious charges of

impropriety would be accepted without warning,
question, and with¬
out delaying response until the accusation
without evidence, without

could be verified.
After taking away expense accounts, the
National Committee voted to “loan” Paul
Jacob to Ballot Access, increasing my need to
make phone calls to hire a replacement.
The National Committee then decided to

better is upon us.
Even when we

when the Executive Committee should take

finally get financial state¬
(until now, usually months after the
month in question) it can be very difficult to tell
what is happening. Many expenses are thrown
together on the same item line that would be
better analyzed if separated. I have been trying
to get this problem addressed since 1985.
I won’t regale you with numerous other
examples here. Call me if you really want to

action—it is basically a good idea, just not well
defined.
In fairness, the National Committee did

ments

toughen up its long-standing resolution dis¬
couraging committee reports (the vehicle for
all these changes) from being sprung on us with
no warning. The new resolution
requires major
changes in how our agenda is constructed. You
guessed right—it was another change proposed
and passed with no advance report for careful

hear

consideration.
It has been my strong desire to work together
with everyone—including those with whom I

Aiken Aces

disagree. I give people the benefit of the doubt
and I don’t get in the way of anyone who wants
to work for the party, even though I am not
always convinced their method is the best. I try
to work out disagreements in private. I have
repeatedly encouraged National Committee
and LP members to tell me when they believe I
am wrong or overlooking
something.
I am disappointed in National Committee
members who are full of criticism during
meetings when they haven’t been concerned
enough about alleged shortcomings to discuss
them with me between meetings. In particular,
I believe it is the duty of officers to inform each
other immediately if they perceive mistakes or
oversights. This party does not have the luxury
of in-fighting just so someone can make politi¬
cal points at a National Committee meeting.

Buttinsky Law
By Tom King
The Aiken County (SC) Council recently
introduced the “Derelict Vehicle Ordinance,”
which would have authorized county govern¬
con¬

con¬

Libertarian Party im¬
mediately began petitioning against this and
any ordinance authorizing government to come
on private property without permission. The
ACLP held a public meeting and turned out
100 citizens, and then turned out 40 citizens
for the council committee vote. Around 150

people attended the second reading of the
DVO at the council meeting and our freedom
rally in the parking lot before the council

problems daily to understand just how my job
and our party are affected by the constraints of
finances, circumstances, and internal politics.
Everyone wants so much for us to be successful
that it is hard to accept that more can’t be done
with less. Often it can—but not every time.

meeting.
Council at first refused

to be

Let me be specific.
Until last summer our National Director and
his wife, who also worked on our staff, made
about the same salary together that Paul Jacob
makes now. How many of you would work 50
or more hours a week, with the responsibilities
that Paul Jacob has, for only $21,000 a year?

+

on

speak and

the agenda, but after

record. The ordinance

reading for lack of

a

spirited

were

was

accepted into the

defeated

on

second

motion.
This was a great victory for freedom, but the
council has stated they might re-introduce the
ordinance. The ACLP stands prepared to fight
against this or any other attacks on our individual
freedom and constitutional private property
rights.
A video tape of the freedom rally and council
meeting is available from the ACLP for a $25

even close to that much on
payroll. And we have had only three other
staff people to do all that work anyway.
The National Chair is not a paid position,
nor is there funding for any assistants. Of
course, I knew this when I asked for the job. I
hope everybody else remembers.

Tucson, AZ 85719

placed

spoke and the petitions

our

a

donation.

DEFEND

$1.00 postage

us

debate on council rules of procedure between
ACLP members and the council chairman, we

Nobody else makes

SAY IT WITH STYLE!
"I Vote Libertarian”
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let

to

present the petitions (signed by over 6000
Aiken Countians), despite our written request

AGAINST

$3.95

or

sidered “derelict”
The Aiken County

I know it is difficult for the National Com¬
mittee members who don’t deal with our

CALL

private property and
destroy any vehicle they

ment to come on

fiscate, sell,

VOTE

I

more.
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that I had been

With all our computer whizzes, this party
layer of authority and coordination
leadership, called the Executive Com¬ hasn’t had computerized accounting until this
mittee. This was another major change that year—it has all been done manually. We are
wasn’t even thought of until the meeting was in just getting new procedures in place and caught
its last day. I am now trying to learn how and up on entering data. Profound change for the
a new

to our

PS Enterprises
1428 E. Elm Street

Managing Editor
8 Peyton St.
Winchester, VA 22601

ADDRESS CHANGES

was

privilege.

KARL HESS
Editor

SUBSCRIPTIONS

money

propriately made by Paul Jacob. (I still don’t
believe the Treasurer’s approval was needed.)
Then came the question of perquisites. The
only “perk” that came with being the National
Chair was that my telephone calls and ex¬
penses for trips to the national office were paid.
No more. Even though this has been the prac¬

NEWS is the official newspaper of the Libertarian
Party of the United States. Opinions and articles contained herein do
not necessarily represent official Party positions unless so indicated.

Typesetter

was

Then I was accused of asking for the Trea¬
surer’s retroactive approval because I asked
him if he didn’t think the purchase had been ap¬

Libertarian Party

BLUEUNE GRAPHICS
Charles Town, WV

stock and there

had discussed the need for them.

Libertarian Party
NEWS

RANDY LANGHENRY

out of

budgeted by the National Committee. Never
before has a straight purchase been considered
a “contract.” Anyway, I was not aware that
Paul had ordered the cards, even though we

add

P.O. Box 173

Keameysville, WV 25430
304-263-7526

Gay? Lesbian?
Or Simply Concerned?
Libertarians for Gay and Lesbian Concerns
is the only group in our movement that focuses on
gay/lesbian issues. For a sample copv of LGLC
Newsletter, send SASE to: LGLC, 1800 Market St.
Suite 210-A, San Francisco, CA 94102

Could you use a
of libertarian

source

for talks

convenient indexed
quotations and ideas
and letters-to-the-editor? A Liberty

Primer is the solution!

Send

$7.95

+

$1.00

postage (NYers add sales tax) to: Genesee
Valley Society for Individual Liberty, Box
10224, Drawer LPN, Rochester, NY 14610
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7.Situaon:

5

Hobo Armed with a Gun Came to the Door...

Bonnie Glassco, the author ofthe ingenious

questionnaire reprinted here, is 15 years old
high school. The questionnaire is
published here because ofits obvious outreach
possibilities for other student groups or, for
that matter, any libertarian outreach. From a
libertarian family (Bob and Sue Glassco of
Pasadena, CA), Bonnie will be interning this
summer with Lysander, Inc., publisher ofthe
Libertarian Party NEWS. When she pre¬
sented her questionnaire as part of a class
project, she reports that it caused a con¬
siderable stir, provoked a lot of anger, but at
least got people to thinking about the funda¬
mental issues involved—a rarity in many
schools. With young people like Bonnie, the
future oflibertarianism is considerably bright¬
and in

When

answering these questions, please think
only about what you would do, not what
anyone else might do.
—Thank you.

has been

abolished). Would

give

money to

help the poor?

food?
yes
no
3. When you become a taxpayer, would you
contribute money to a charity that helps the
you

no

b.

After the government agent

took

people, you found out the amount of poor
people had actually increased. Would you
be upset?
yes
no
Would you want to change the system so
that you

6. Situation: A government agent comes to

to the

door and rings the bell. When you

your

forced to
give the money and half of it goes to
government in overhead expenses?
the situation in question 2, in which you
gave the money voluntarily?

away your money to give half of it to the poor

forced to
give the money?
b. the situation in question 2, in which you
gave the money voluntarily?

could afford it?

yes
no
4. When you become a taxpayer, let’s say your
taxes have been greatly reduced because the

yes

about:
a. this situation, in which you are

or

if

Would you feel better about:
a. this situation, in which you are

comes to your door and
rings the bell. When you answer, he/she
points a gun at you and demands that you
give him/her $50. Would you feel better

2. If you saw a needy, hungry person on the
street, would you give him/her some money

poor

contribute

5. Situation: A hobo

no

yes

you

money to a charity that helps the poor, now
that you are keeping 12% more of your

salary?
1. Would you

he/she points a gun at you and
demands that you give him/her $100—$50
for the hobo and $50 for his/her salary.
answer,

government no longer takes your money for
their welfare system (in other words, welfare

Questionnaire

voluntarily give the money directly

hobo?

yes

no

ened.

HIT LIB LIT
One of the most potent

pieces of campaign
is a new

literature that any libertarian can have

News You Can't Get

pamphlet prepared by former presidential
candidate David Bergland and published by
his Orpheus Press.
Entitled “America’s Libertarian Heritage,”
the pamphlet is an easy-reading, rock-solid
series of answers to the several dozen questions
that libertarians are asked over and over again:
What about the poor? How do you prevent
monopoly? What about drugs? How could we
defend ourselves in a free society? Are you
conservative or liberal? And so on and so forth.
An ideal hand-out for serious seekers of
information met on the campaign trail, the
booklet also is a perfect backgrounder for
newsmen
or

interviewing libertarian candidates

curious about the party.
It’s available from

Orpheus Press, 1773

Bahama Place, Costa Mesa, CA 92626 (714751-8980) for $1, with discounts for quantity
orders.

Fritz ‘Retires’
Marshall

Fritz,

one

of libertarianism’s most

tireless salesmen, is retiring from the organiza¬
tion which he founded and for which he is

widely acclaimed—the Advocates for SelfGovernment

Increasing anxiety attacks and an 80-pound
weight loss are significant health reasons for
the move but, as Fritz explains it, there is a
more profound one.
His personal and in¬
creasingly preoccupying interest in religion
has, he says, led him to believe that he must do
“something” that will express both his religious
convictions and his deepening devotion to
pacifism.
The schedule for his movement away from
the Advocates program calls for his resigna¬
tion as president within eight months, selec¬
tion of a new president in that time, and
formation of a strong board of directors capable
of taking over from what had been pretty much
a one-man management operation.

DATES
love a calendar that cele¬
birthdays of Ayn Rand, Ludwig von
Mises, Robert Heinlein, and Lysander Spooner,
the passage of the Alien and Sedition Acts,
Thoreau going to jail, and Shay’s Rebellion, as
well as hundreds of other dates glorifying or
horrifying liberty.
The calendar is produced by the Freedom
Party of Ontario, and is available for $3.95
plus $1 handling, from the Party at P.O. Box
2214, Station A, London, Ontario, Canada,
N6A 4E3. They’re now working on one for
1989 and, in the process, are seeking clear
photographs of Albert Jay Nock, Herbert
Spencer,. Lysander Spooner, Auberon Her¬
bert, and any other advocates of individual
You’ve got to

brates the

freedom.

Anywhere Else
The Libertarian Movement is

politically alive and intellectually
prosperous. But you might never know it from reading the mass media.
That is why you should read American Libertarian every month.
American Libertarian is the

only

in the world devot¬
covering news of the libertari¬

newspaper

ed to

edited

by Mike Holmes, longtime

libertarian writer and former editor
of Libertarian

range

Party News.
Every colorful, tabloid issue fea¬
tures news and analysis you cannot

covers

find

an

movement. Its beat is

the entire

of libertarian activities. And it
it fearlessly, independent of
any organization or faction.
Where else can you read features
like these?
• First hand

Water,

report on life in Big
Utah, the town whose

Mayor and City Council abolished
property taxes and joined the Liber¬
tarian Party.
-

• The

most

detailed election

of all libertarian candi¬
dates, including campaigns by li¬
bertarian Republicans.
• A special section devoted to
coverage of the Libertarian Inter¬
coverage

national Convention in Sweden.

Murray Rothbard's incisive
analysis of Ayn Rand protog6 Alan
Greenspan and his appointment as
•

Chairman of the Federal Reserve
Board.
•

coverage of the
trial of Jim Lewis, for¬
Libertarian Party vice presi¬

Eyewitness

dential nominee.
• First

hand report on

Gulch."
• Inside

reports on the manage¬
struggles within the Libertari¬
Party bureaucracy.

ment

• An exclusive interview with li¬
bertarian

by subscription at $20 per year
delivery by first class mail. That
way, you will receive each issue

ble
for

while it's still news!

Free with your

subscription:
To encourage you

ately,

we

to act immedi¬
will send you two exciting

back issues of American Libertarian
free with your new

subscription:
September 1987: detailed reports
and analysis of the 1987 Libertarian
Party Convention and a letter from
jailed libertarian activist Norma
Jean Almodovar... plus other news
stories, cartoons and features.

activist turned

Reagan

speechwriter Dana Rohrbacher.
• A detailed analysis of the de¬
cline in membership and finances
of the Libertarian Party during the
early 1980s.
Now in its second year of regular
publication, American Libertarian is

a

first hand

the first issue of your
Your subscription

re¬

free of

port on rock 'n roll superstar Frank
Zappa's abortive move to gain the
Libertarian

j

governor

aide to embattled Arizona

Ev Mecham... and more!

I
.

subscription is backed by
back

1

American Libertarians money

I

guarantee:

I

1. At any

time during your sub¬
scription, we guarantee a 100% full
pro rata refund for any unmailed
We guarantee a

100% refund
subscription price
request after you receive

$20
Send check or money order in I
American (Unde only. Ootaide ,
Years, $38 N. America add $5.00 per order.

□ One year,
’

1

Name

l

Address

•

I

City

l

I

State

l

t

issues.
2.

JL .ItSdSC
Also send me

□ Two

Guarantee
Your

even

guarantee.

Begin my subscription loAmeri- |
con Libertarian immediately, j
my free copies of your September
I and November 1987 issues, which are mine to keep *
| even if I obtain a refund under your guarantee.
|
|

as an

our

subscription.
bonus is yours to keep
if you receive a full re¬

presidential nomination,

Steiger, the former Congressman
who joined the Libertarian Party in
1980, now accused of extortion in his
role

charge,

fund under

exclusive interview with Sam

an

libertari¬
an attempts to migrate to Ft Collins,
Colorado, to form a libertarian
community, a modern "Galt's

an

Today!

American Libertarian is availa¬

November 1987:

tax evasion
mer

anywhere else.

Subscribe

Zip

of the entire

I

Send to: American Libertarian

upon your

I

Dept. LN,PO Box 63, Hadlock,WA 98339

,
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ON THE FREEDOM TRAIL
The Newsletter

of the Ron Paul for President Campaign

“Government is the only agency that can take a useful commodity like paper, slap some ink on it, and make it
totally worthless.’—Ludwig von Mises
...

or a

worthless weed,

slap

some

regulations

on

it, and make it worth its weight in gold.

30 Rockefeller Plaza

<

—

New York, NY 10112
will have

give

your

candidates.
Bill Krebaum, a student at Eastern Michi¬
gan

impact in 1988. How about reminding them again that Ron has a tremendous nationwide audience.
a fantastic opportunity!! U. Magazine is conducting a presidential preference poll for students nationwide. Call
1-800-662-5511,
university name, and say you’re “responding to the U Magazine poll!’ Tell them whom you support and who you think will win.

an

Here’s

INTRODUCING “WATSON”:

Campaign Hotline Message Center

We’re

using the cutting edge in electronics—called “Watson’—to promote the cutting edge in politics by implementing a Campaign Hotline Message
Center. For a $60 donation you’ll receive the private hotline number which will give you a jump on campaign news. For an additional $50
(total
$110 “Watson” contribution), we’ll add your phone number to Watson’s call list so you’ll receive an electronic call when we have timely campaign
announcements. We’re very excited about this new software. Don’t miss another television or radio appearance. Join the “Watson Hotline”
today!
ON THE TRAIL

Dallas, TX: Ron spoke to 700 members of the American Liberty Association, a tax-patriot group, at their convention which had all the zing of
pep rally for liberty. Ron spoke for about 45 minutes, received four standing ovations, and was by far the most enthusiastically-received speaker.

a

Over 100
Before

new

enthusiasts queued up at Ron’s

leaving, Ron

campaign booth to sign

up as

volunteers. One of them

was a

former Republican precinct chairman.

TV and two radio interviews and spent one hour on the David Gold Show, the most popular radio-talk show in the
Dallas/Fort Worth area. Ron also taped an interview for “Crossroad’s of the 80s” which aired a week later. The local TV story included a shot
of Ron addressing the exuberant crowd.
Reno, NV:
Las

gave two

Ron made

Vegas, NV:

At

a

a

one-day stop to speak to students at the University of Nevada and

“Doomsday” (April 15)

press

gave

interviews

to TV and the Reno Gazette.

conference in front of the IRS building, Ron denounced the IRS and called for the abolition
six high school government

of the income tax. Local media showed up in droves! Later, Ron and vice-presidential candidate Andre Marrou spoke to
classes where they both emphasized their opposition to military conscription.
That

evening, Ron attended

and reporters

a reception and banquet with the Las Vegas Libertarian Party. Later, John Roulston, an editorial writer for The Sun,
from The Bulletin interviewed Ron. Ron also conducted two TV interviews, which brought his Nevada TV total to five.

Pittsburgh, PA:

The local Libertarians decided to hold their

candidates based

Phil and Oprah are upset about the boxes and boxes of letters they’ve been getting about Ron. Maybe they’re unconvinced that Ron Paul
Students:

Although none of the five Libertarian candi¬
city council in Ann Arbor, Michigan
won in the April 4 elections, they did get some
good publicity—and had a lot of fun, too.

dates for

bowling alley, and to choose their
on high scores during a bowloff, high scorers in each \yard becoming the

Ron Paul

Oprah Winfrey Show
P.O. Box 909-715
Chicago, IL 60609

Room 827

Michigan

caucus at a

TAKE ACTION:
Phil Donahue

Bowled Over

University and part-time employee of the

Ann Arbor News, said the idea for the bowl-off
“made about as much sense as any politics
these days.”
A long feature story about the unusual
caucus

appeared in the Ann Arbor Observer,

and while the writer was obviously amused and
entertained by the “bowling for office” idea, he
also heavily laced the story with explanations
of Libertarian philosophy.
The candidates—and winners in the bowling
match—were Bill Krebaum, Lisa Finkle, Julie

Brockman, Dave Raaflaub, and Peter Budnick.

Krebaum was the only Libertarian candi¬
date in a two-way race, facing a Democrat The

Republican candidate had been “creamed” so
badly in the last election they couldn’t find
anyone willing to run, according to Krebaum.
Krebaum said the outcome of the election

encouraging. He received about 15 per¬
vote, and said he actually did better
in a number of precincts than the last Repub¬
lican candidate. Those precincts were around
the University and mostly student-populated,
was

cent of the

said Krebaum.
“Those results confirmed

our

belief that

young people are more Libertarian oriented,”
Krebaum said.
A rent control proposal on the ballot in Ann
Arbor was also easily defeated.

Ron made a quick swing to Grove City College, Carnegie-Mellon University, and the University of Pittsburgh. Over 500 students
City Ron was introduced by his friend, economist Hans F. Sennholz, who teaches at the college.

attended these addresses. At Grove

Wichita, KS:

Ron attended

a banquet at the Libertarian Party of Kansas Convention, which was the largest event in Kansas LP history! The
produced 100 large banners for use on billboards all over Kansas. Some are already being used on major intersections around
Wichita. Ron gave a one-hour interview to KNSS host Tonie Stanton that generated lots of phone calls to the local party.

industrious Kansans

At Wichita State

University, Ron spoke to 100+ students and faculty and was filmed by NBC, CBS, and PBS news crews. After Ron presented
limited-government scenario, one bewildered student, concerned about how the economy would absorb scores of former government employees,
asked “But where would all the bureaucrats work?” “In a free market!’ Ron replied calmly, “they could always Find a job, but would earn less.
They might work at, say, McDonald’s!’ The image of ex-bureaucrats slinging burgers for students was too much. The house exploded in laughter
and applause.
his

The

political science teacher who sponsored the event is also the State Coordinator for Paul Simon’s now-defunct campaign. He chauffeured Ron
car with a “Paul Simon” bumpersticker, but Ron’s aides made sure that “Ron Paul for President” posters were obvious in
the side windows as they delivered Ron to the Wichita Eagle-Beacon, the largest newspaper in Kansas, for an interview with the editorial board.
Surprisingly, one editor was familiar with Ludwig von Mises and F.A. Hayek, and even mentioned Hayek’s Road to Serfdom and The Constitution
of Liberty.
around Wichita in his

After the interview, they swung by the Kansas Libertarian Party Headquarters where Ron
The editor of the Wichita State University Sunflower, as well as several reporters from area

helped party members kick off the ballot petition drive.
radio stations, were present for interviews. In the follow¬
ing Monday’s edition of the Sunflower appeared a half-page article that could have been written by a campaign staffer. The editor’s comment was
that the Libertarians definitely offered an alternative. Beside the story was a political lampoon of two pigs (labeled Democrat and Republican)
at a “political trough” being approached by a farmer (labeled “Ron Paul”) holding a shovel and pail. The caption read: “It’s cleanup time.”
Hutchinson, KS:

Perkey’s Garage Sale is a regional flea market drawing several thousand people. Local Libertarians ran a day of radio spots and
the day before Ron’s visit. The Campaign was ready with a booth, headed by a RON PAUL banner, and gave out thousands
of brochures. Democrats and Republicans also attended, but the media didn’t let them steal the show. Radio reporters kept saying over the air that
“.
we’ll also hear from the Libertarian Presidential candidate, Ron Paul!’
newspaper announcements

.

.

Ron

was

interviewed

by several of these radio stations and afterwards did

as

the

campaigning. He even stopped by the Republican booth to
building to shake hands and pass out literature. (He was well received

one-on-one

try recruiting Republicans! And he attended the gun show in an adjoining

only anti-gun control candidate in the race.)

At the The Hutchinson News the reporter seemed eager to agree
of Ron Paul pressing the flesh before a RON PAUL banner.

We won’t say who, but one reporter
national map. It’s ours!

with everything Ron had to

say.

The

paper ran a

in Kansas quietly donated $25 to Ron’s campaign after his interview! Pin

large, front-page color photo

Running!
The Libertarian Party is alive and well in
Missouri. The state’s LP has already an¬
nounced that there will be at least 31 Liber¬
tarian candidates in the fall election.
Mike Roberts, 43, of Kansas City, is

seeking the governor’s office, and John
Guze, 37, a St. Louis architect, is running
for the U.S. Senate.
★ ★★★★

Nearly every day announcements of can¬
didacies in California are reaching us, and it
looks as if the Libertarian Party will again
offer voters lots of choices in November.
Jack Dean, a Fullerton marketing and

public relations executive and past state
chair, is running for the U.S. Senate.
★ ★★★★
I. Dean Ahmad, astronomer and LP

secretary, is the candidate in Maryland for
the U.S. Senate seat now held by Paul Sar¬
banes. Although 10,000 signatures were

achieve ballot status
required to
gather an additional 60,000 signatures to
get his name on the ballot. The LP has
challenged this ballot access law in federal
gathered last

court

a

Paul button

San Francisco, CA:

over

Kansas

on

the

Ron peaked the immediate interest of the crowd of 700 Berkeley University students by asking “What if I told you I had a
way of eliminating overnight half of violent crime and all dope pushers?” He then showed them step-by-step how “pushing” can only exist when
drugs are illegal because pushers have a monopoly and that prices in a free market are always lower than in a black market. He also talked against
the current Persian Gulf intervention and explained that free men—not conscripts (or slaves)—will defend America when it’s actually threatened.

RON PAUL FOR PRESIDENT COMMITTEE
1120 NASA Blvd., Suite 104, Houston, Texas 77058
(713) 333-1988

year to

for Paul and Marrou, Ahmad is

in Baltimore.

★ ★★★★
In South Carolina, Geb

Sommer,

an

AT&T engineer from Lexington, is running
for the U.S. House. In an early news

release, Sommer stated that he “will pro¬
society which encourages all people
to make their own choices; that lets them
live, love, work, and play their own way, at
their own pace, however they wish, win or
mote a

lose.”
★ ★★★★

Libertarian

Initiative in Montana
By Larry Dodge

“do-nothing” legislatures, Montana
are “taking the initiative” like never
before, and I’ve become the only available
advocate of their efforts.
I’d no sooner embraced the initiative process
and proclaimed my slogan to be “Helping

about my

decision to run for Montana Secre¬
tary of State, at the same time sponsoring an

Montana Take the Initiative” when something
almost unbelievable occurred: The better-known
of the two Republicans who’d filed for the
office blasted me publicly for my stand on
initiatives! A state senator, he called my in¬
tentions “terrible,” asserted that the legisla¬
tive process was “superior” to the initiative

initiative to revise this state’s initiative process.
I hadn’t yet fallen full heir to sponsorship of
the “Initiative Improvement Initiative” (the

product of a post-1987-state-convention bull
session) when my Christmastime escape to
California was momentarily interrupted by a
phone call. It was Steve, state bureau reporter
for Montana’s largest chain of newspapers.
“Rumor is, you’re going to run for Secretary
of State,” he began.
“Can’t keep anything under wraps, can I?” I
replied, grinning over the wire. Fact was, I’d
written several potential Libertarian candi¬
dates before the holidays, and told them “I’ll
run if you will,” so a leak to the press was
perhaps expectable. But the effort to track me
down seemed beyond the call of duty, until
Steve explained:
“You’ve got more name recognition than
anyone else who’s announced so far, and if
you’re going to go for it, I’d like to be the first to
know. You could actually win this one.”
I didn’t commit
failure to deny the

process,

to

debate it.

this controversial law, which has now come to

filed.

by

of the broad-based coalition which
authored the Initiative Improvement Initiative,

consensus

become its sponsor

and spokesperson. As the
only candidate in the race for Secretary with a
platform—that being to try, by initiative or
otherwise, to make Montana’s initiative process
easier for people to use and less vulnerable to
abuse by the legislature or the courts—I could
expect support from people throughout Mon¬
tana’s wide political spectrum. After two sue-

_

symbolize the trivia which recent legislative
sessions have addressed (to the exclusion of
pressing issues like tax reform and economic
problems). Again, I’m in a “white hat” situ¬
ation, riding hard.
The irony of the situation isn’t lost upon me.
Only months ago I was recommending relega¬
tion of office-seeking to the back burners of the
stove of Libertarian strategy, in favor of “taking
the initiative.” Now, I’m saying the right recipe
may not be so singular, but a mixture of both, at
full boil: Freedom fricassee, anyone?

Andre Marrou in
By James W. Lark, III
Libertarian Party candidate
made a campaign trip to the
Old Dominion last month. The trip was spon¬
sored by the Libertarian Party of Virginia, the
William and Mary Libertarians, and the Stu¬
dents for Individual Liberty of the University
of Virginia.
I met Marrou in Richmond on a Monday and
drove him to Charlottesville. On Tuesday, he
was interviewed by The Cavalier Daily, a
University of Virginia newspaper, and then
toured Monticello, the home of Thomas Jeffer¬
son. That evening, he gave an interview to
Chris Callahan of WINA-Radio, and discussed
“Why You Should Vote for the Libertarians”
before an audience of about 2 5 people at U V A.
It is exciting to note that this event drew several
libertarians who had been in hibernation, as
well as several non-libertarians who wanted to
Andre Marrou,

for Vice-President,

learn more about LP positions.
The next morning, Andre spoke
classes at Albemarle

to two civics

High School (a large high

before noon, he
interview to WVTF-Radio (based in
Roanoke); this was followed by lunch with
libertarian activists Steve Creacy, Dan Gar¬
rett, and Kurt Weber. After lunch, Andre and
Jim drove to Richmond, where Andre was
transferred to the care of Scott Bailey. Scott
drove Andre to Williamsburg for an address to
the William and Mary Libertarians, of which
Scott is president. After the address, Andre
was whisked off to Virginia Beach by Henry

school in Charlottesville). Just
gave an

arrogance.
that the other

Meanwhile, back at the wheel, I was re¬
cently cited for failure to wear a seatbelt, and
have begun, with sophisticated input from
freedom fighters around the U.S., what looks
like a formidable constitutional defense, pro se.
The sponsor of the bill obliging Montanans to
buckle up will, because he happens to be a
legislator from the same county in which my
case will be heard, represent the state in court.
That promises to be a highly publicized show¬
down, with state supreme court potential. And
it will necessarily run simultaneously with both
my campaign and a very popular, if completely
independent, initiative campaign to rescind

the

What “other factors?” For one, I had,

me

Republican has agreed with the senator. Egad,
I’ve defined the only issue in the race!
I immediately rejoined, asserting the superi¬
ority of initiative over legislative processes,
and have just learned that a student club at the
University of Montana Law School feels the
issue is sufficiently intriguing to invite us both

phone, but my
charges made the papers,
anyway. As the March 24 tiling deadline
approached, the significance of Steve’s re¬
marks got to me. No well-known personalities
from the other parties were entering the race,
the incumbent was vacating to run for governor,
and some other factors had “converged.” So I
over

and otherwise exposed his

The Missoulian informs
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the

Council, I will lose my money,” he
explained.
The bond is backed by 719 shares of the

Fred Ebner put his money where his
mouth is and grabbed a lot ofpublicity in
the process.

Ebner,

a

libertarian,

ran

Putnam U.S. Government Securities Fund,

currently valued at

for the Austin

than $10,000

the trust
begins:
“Whereas, Fred Ebner is a candidate for
the Austin City Council who desires that
the public have faith in his words and
confidence that he will keep his campaign
promises; and
“Whereas, most candidates who become
elected to the Austin City Council break
their campaign promises and rapidly come
to value personal gain over the public good;

the election outcome in the next edition.

Backing his campaign with his money,
for Austin City
Council, posted a $10,000 performance
Fred Ebner, candidate

bond.
The bond will be forfeited to the Salva¬
tion Army if Ebner breaks his campaign

and

promises: “I will not vote to raise the
property tax rate or issue bonds without
voter approval.”
I’m putting my money where my mouth
is. I have 10,000 good reasons to keep my
promises to you. You can believe Fred
Ebner will vote against higher taxes,” Eb¬
ner

more

which is held in irrevocable trust
The legal document establishing

(TX) City Council as “The Taxpayers’
Advocate. ” The election was held May 7,
after the deadline for this issue, but we
thought his unusual campaign tactic was
worth sharing. The NEWS will report on

“Whereas, the public, consequently, can¬
promises made by council
candidates and has lost faith in the willing¬
ness of Austin City Councilmembers to
speak truthfully and act in the public interest,
“Therefore, Fred Ebner, who makes the
campaign promise that he will not raise the
property tax rate or authorize the issuance
of revenue bonds without voter approval
during the term to which he is elected herein
backs this promise with 719 shares of
Putnam’s U.S. Government Securities Fund,
not trust the

asserted.

“Professional
raise your taxes

politicians promise not to
and after they are elected,
they break their promises. I am different.
But why should you believe me? I have
posted a $10,000 performance bond guaran¬
teeing not to vote to raise your property tax

which shall be forfeited to the Salvation

Army should Fred Ebner vote to raise the
property tax rate or vote to issue bonds
without voter approval...”

bonds without voter ap¬
proval. If I vote to do either while I am on
rate or to issue

Helping Montana Take The Initiative
It's down to this:
I’ve got the name

recognition, media
attention, platform,
time and energy
necessary to get
elected this fall.
Now I'm hoping

Virginia

Thrasher of the LP VA.
On Thursday, Andre spoke for an hour on
the Pat Murphy Show on WNIS-Radio. The
interview and talk show went well. In addition,
he was interviewed on WTAR-TV in Norfolk,
as well as by some newspapers in the Tide¬
water area.
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The
Ebner
Bond

cessive
citizens

It began as a fortunate coincidence of cir¬
cumstances, but it’s beginning to feel like an
instance of harmonic convergence. I’m talking

Party NEWS

you'll help

me
finance this
remarkable chance
to "win one."

Roger Counce and Ed Sargent,

libertarians from Norfolk, provided much help
on this leg of the trip. During the evening,
Andre returned to Richmond to

spend the
Friday, he addressed a political
science class at the University of Richmond,
an engagement arranged by Marc Montoni,
editor of Virginia Liberty.
The emphasis of the trip changed on Satur¬
day from outreach to internal growth. Andre’s
seminar, “How You Can Build Your Party,”
was held during the afternoon at the home of
Howard and Evelyn Maxwell (his hosts for the
weekend). This was followed by a wine and
cheese reception at which about $1000 was
raised, to be split between the LP VA and the
Marrou campaign. On Sunday, Andre was
interviewed by WWBT-TV in Richmond; on
Monday, he flew back to Las Vegas.
If his visit to Virginia is a good guide,
Libertarian Party members can be very pleased
by the activities of the vice-presidential candi¬
date. Andre Marrou’s indomitable spirit and
hard work were inspiring to all who met him,
and there will be great dividends paid in the
night;

on

dodge ’flfl
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Quoted
Not only is Ron Paul getting good coverage
of his broad issue statements (against taxation,
for a gold standard, against the Federal Re¬

By Richard L. Duprey

also

population into identifiable groups so that they
may receive particular messages about an
issue or campaign—is an essential component
of winning an election. For a candidate, par¬
ticularly Libertarians whose resources are seem¬
ingly always in short supply, it allows him or

Ballot Access Score

her to better allocate those funds.

According to information supplied by the
Unfortunately, the art of demographics has Ron Paul for President
campaign committee
always been out of reach of most candidates, and Richard
Winger’s
“Ballot
Access News,”
even those in the Demopublican parties. Yet
petitioning
for
Libertarian
Party
access to the
there is a method that will allow you to perform
ballot has been successfully completed in 22
a demographic breakdown of your district
states.
without spending thousands of dollars on pro¬
Of the remaining 28 states, the Paul cam¬
fessional services. Indeed, you can achieve
paign
rates prospects for achieving ballot status
similar results for next to nothing!
in 10 as excellent or good, drives are under¬
The first step in preparing a demographic
way in five, and a law suit to get on the ballot is
breakdown of your district is to obtain maps of
underway in one.
the area in which you will be running your race.
Specifically, in these 28 states:
These maps include a detailed street map, a
Colorado needs 5,000 signatures (10,000 to
map of the election districts within your district,
play
it safe) and has 600 so far, according to
and a census tract of your district. The street
Winger.
map is available at any convenience store; just
Connecticut, with a drive underway, needs
make sure it’s up to date. The election district
15,000 (22,500 to play it safe) and has 350 on
map is available from your local or county hand,
according to Winger.
elections clerk and should cost only a dollar or
Georgia needs 25,500 (50,000 to play it
so per map, while the census tracts should be
safe) and has 21,000 on hand (22,000 ac¬
available in most government libraries.
cording to Winger).
Having collected these maps, the next step is
Idaho, having been “adopted” by Utah to
to sit down with your street map and, with a
help with ballot access, is listed as having ex¬
highlighter pen, outline the boundaries of your cellent prospects, needs 8,224 signatures and,

district, including all the town borders. Next,
a second highlighter pen of a different

with

color, outline the election wards within your
district (In some states, the smallest political
cell is called the ward; in other states it is
known as a precinct Whatever it’s called in
your state

it

means

the

same

thing.) Finally,

with a third contrasting highlighter pen, outline
the census tracts that fall within your district.
When these steps are completed, you will have

ward-by-ward breakdown of your campaign’s
boundaries and will be ready to begin the
process of segmenting the population.
The demographic information you will need
a

to

do the breakdown is available from three

usually found in most large libraries:
Donnelly’s Market Profile Analysis (MPA),
the Chicago Association of Commerce and
Industry’s Sourcebook, and Clarita’s Rezide.
All three contain basically the same infor¬
sources

mation but their differences make them useful
for our task. MPA contains information on

population, income, home value, and
well

as

age, as

detailed statistical breakdowns of the

population and income categories. The Sourcebook contains similar information, but also
lists the purchasing power for every zip code in
the country. Rezide combines and interprets all
the information to show the relative affluence,
living patterns, marital status, age, race, eth¬
nicity, and occupation of the population.
By using the various resources and com¬
paring the data to your maps, you can create a
demographic breakdown of your district. Then,
with this data, you can target segments of the
population to receive particular messages about
your campaign.
Be aware of the limitations of the data you
will be working with. Census data, for example,
is

approaching the 10-year-old mark, but until
the 1990 census is completed it’s the best such
data available.
This very useful tool is relatively inexpen¬
sive. For small campaigns, it could cost about

$10

to

for bringing troops home), papers are
giving play to some of his more singular
positions. Here are some examples:
• (From the San
Diego Union) “There are
some Libertarian issues,
[Paul] said, that ap¬
peal directly to the evangelical Christians who
back [the Rev. Pat] Robertson, particularly a
school voucher system to encourage private
education...Other issues parallel Robertson’s
anti-government sentiments, such as abolishing
welfare and income taxes and removing tariffs
on trade...‘I identify with Robertson, and I
identify with a lot of people who follow him,’
serve,

Targeting—the ability to segment the voting

$20. Larger campaigns might spend up

$100; certainly no more than that.
So, with maps in hand, go forth and target.
Who knows? You just might find people recep¬
tive to your messages and end up winning.
Duprey is immediate past chair of the New
to

Jersey Libertarian Party.

according to Winger, had collected 1,650 by
mid-April.
The Illinois ballot drive is currently being or¬
ganized by the Libertarian Party there. Re¬
quirement is for 25,000 signatures.
Indiana, which needs 30,950 signatures
and, according to Winger, has 800, is waiting
for a plan from state Ballot Access Committee
coordinators, according to the Paul campaign.
Kansas, described by the Paul campaign as
having “good organization” and “excellent

prospects” needs 2,500 signatures by August
2.

Kentucky needs 5,000 (7,500 to play it safe)
and, according to Winger, had 800 as of late
April.
Maine, with a drive underway, needs 4,000
signatures according to Winger, 3,100 ac¬
cording to the Paul campaign, and has 1,000
according to Winger, with the Paul campaign
listing prospects for getting on the ballot as
excellent

Massachusetts, with

a

drive underway and

with the Ballot Access Committee

having hired
a coordinator, needs 33,150 signatures (45,000
to play it safe) and has 3,000 on hand.
Minnesota, with prospects listed as excel¬
lent by the Paul campaign, needs 2,000.
Missouri, with a drive underway, needs
21,100 (32,000 to play it safe) and has 3,800.
In Nebraska, Winger lists the LP as on the
ballot but still requiring 2,500 signatures spe¬
cifically for the Ron Paul candidacy.

Hampshire requires 1,500 signatures
congressional districts. One is
completed and, according to the Paul cam¬
paign, prospects are “excellent” for the other
New

in each of two

one.

New York, which can’t start petitioning

until

June, needs 20,000 signatures.
North Carolina

requires 44,535 signatures

by July 12. The Paul campaign says that a
“plan is being considered.”
North Dakota, according to the Paul cam¬
paign, will meet its late April deadline goal of
7,000 signatures.
Ohio, with a drive underway and 500 im¬
mediate signatures, according to Winger, is
listed as an excellent prospect by the Paul
campaign.
Oklahoma needs 37,671 signatures, has
1,000 according to Winger, and is listed by the
Paul campaign as considering a plan with
prospects described as “good.”
Oregon needs 51,500 signatures (64,000 to
play it safe) and has 23,000 (27,000 according
to Winger) so far.
Pennsylvania, with a drive underway, needs
25,560 (35,000 to play it safe) and has 5,000.
Rhode Island, listed as in “excellent” shape

by the Paul campaign, needs 1,000 signatures.
Sbuth Dakota, listed as having excellent
prospects by the Paul campaign, needs 2,500
signatures.
Only a letter is required to get on the ballot in
Vermont and, although the Paul campaign
does not list the Libertarian Party as on the
ballot, Winger does have it on the ballot.
Virginia needs 13,555 and, according to
Winger, already has 2,000.
West Virginia ballot access is the subject of a
suit being handled by former BAC chairman
Steve Fielder. The suit was filed along with the
National Alliance Party and is being assisted
by the Socialist Workers Party and the ACLU.
Wisconsin, with prospects listed by the Paul
campaign as excellent, needs 2,000 signatures.
States that are listed by the Paul campaign
as having completed petitioning with “paper¬
work

pending”

or

“completed”

are:

Alabama, Alaska, Arizona, Arkansas, Cali¬
fornia, Delaware, Hawaii, Iowa, Lousiana,

Maryland, Michigan, Mississippi, Montana,
Nevada, New Jersey, New Mexico, South
Carolina, Tennessee, Texas, Utah, Washing¬

Wyoming.
According to the Paul campaign, “the Ballot
Access Committee has made a total of $113,500
in financial commitments toward achieving
ballot status around the country.”
ton,

We Need Your
your

time editorial staff.

July-August, the copy deadline is June 15.
• For the September-October issue, which
we hope to make a pre-election special, the
copy deadline is September 1.

State and local LP newsletters are an in¬
valuable resource for filling in the information
but they also are limited in their abilities to
follow the campaign. And the campaigns them¬

selves, by and large, are heavily occupied by
the

day-to-day demands of campaigning.

We welcome, therefore, your comments,

on-the-spot observations of campaign

activities, and the responses to them.
Here

are

the deadlines that you

should keep

in mind:

•

foreign policy—but we all know that Pat
Robertson’s not going to go anywhere, so we’re
the only place [his supporters] can go after¬
ward.’ ”
•

6From the Houston Post) “Ron Paul

[says that] a cure for AIDS will not be found
until the ‘blundering’ federal government gets
out of regulating development of medicines.
“When

we

get the government out of the

way, we’ll have a better solution and one
will guarantee our civil liberties.”

that

• (From the San Antonio
Light) “Ron
Paul, the Libertarian Party presidential nom¬
inee, Friday said public schools should be
allowed to prohibit AIDS victims from class.
“

‘...If there is

a

reasonable risk for young

kids

playing and scratching and biting to
spread AIDS, yes, then they [school adminis¬
trators] have the responsibility to provide
safety to other children’...He said AIDS vic¬
tims banned from public schools should get tax
credits for the
school.”

complete cost of going to private

•

(From the Montgomery Advertiser and
Journal) “They [the LP] also say
laws against drugs, prostitution, and private

Alabama

sexual behavior should be abolished.
‘I detest the use of drugs,’ Paul said,
“

‘But
knows the war on drugs has failed.’
“By making drugs illegal, government has
ushered in an era of gangsterism, and con¬
tributed to an underground economy, Paul
everyone

said.”
•

(From The Spotlight, Washington, DC)
Rep. Ron Paul (R-Texas), the Liber¬
tarian Party’s 1988 presidential nominee, is
warning patriots to be wary of his former
House colleague Rep. Jack Kemp (R-New
York)...
“Jack Kemp has fooled a lot of people into
thinking of him as pro-free market and pro¬
sound money. Instead...he is the opposite, and
an enemy of freedom,’
according to Paul.
“Kemp, according to Paul, quoting Prof.
Murray N. Rothbard, is ‘the most statist’ of the
Republican presidential hopefuls.”
•
(From the Greenville (SC) News) “ ‘The
government is there to limit your actions to the
point that you don’t harm anyone else, but it
cannot assume the role [of] protecting you, of
making you a better person.’ ”
“Former

Help to Cover Campaigns

We need your help in covering the political
campaigns that now command our attention.
The Libertarian Party NEWS has no budget
or resources for on-the-spot coverage by the
two people who comprise its entire and part-

•

said Paul. ‘He’s not a Libertarian—he’s weak
civil liberties and I’m not sure about his

on

cover

the election itself, we will need

energetic help and the fullest co¬
operation, in particular, of state offices and of¬
ficers. For general copy (the sort of movement
your most

a

we

feel is useful

campaign) the

copy

even

in the

deadline will be

November 1.
•

For the next issue, which will be dated

To

information which
heat of

But, for actual results, and ONLY for

election results at every level—local, state, and
national—the deadline will be November 11.
It is strongly urged that as much of the
information as possible be provided via elec¬
tronic mail. The information can be posted to
the Libertarian Party NEWS via CompuServe
or MCI mail.

Our CompuServe address is 73557,2216.
Our MCI address is 297-9397.

Libertarian Party

Free Market Research
Campaigners looking for an arsenal of infor¬
regularly to the free marketoriented research organizations that are doing
such exemplary work spreading the factual
background of libertarian positions. (Our thanks,
for assistance in compiling this list, to Advo¬
cates for Self-Government.) Suggestions for
mation should turn

additions to the list are welcome.
• Cato Institute, 224 Second Street, NW,

Washington, DC 20003, recently has issued
its new catalog of books and conference tapes.
Highly respected and influential, the Cato
Institute is a continuing, up-to-date treasure
house of research into just about every issue
that could concern a Libertarian Party candi¬
date. Their bi-monthly “Cato Policy Report”
is outstanding.
• Institute for Humane Studies,
George
Mason University, 4400 University Drive,
Fairfax, VA 22030, under the direction of the
universally respected Leonard Liggio, issues a
regular series of editorial features of free
market and libertarian emphasis as well as
more scholarly studies and conference reports.
If there’s a particular topic on which you want
topical, bright commentary, IHS is a good bet.
They also publish “Institute Scholar,” a re¬
view of classical liberal scholarship.
•
Ludwig von Mises Institute, Auburn
University, Auburn, AL 36849, can provide
the most complete catalog of material relating
to

56W(iC4l).Act:

the Austrian school of economics. Ad¬

ditionally, their newsletter regularly carries the
commentary of the profoundly provocative
Prof. Murray Rothbard.
• Foundation for Rational Economics
and Education, P.O. Box 1776, Lake Jack-

son,

TX 77566, is Ron Paul’s

group.

It publishes

a

own

research

monthly “Freedom Re¬

port.”
•

The Fraser Institute,

626 Bute Street,

Vancouver, British Columbia, Canada V6E

3M1, concentrates

on

of interest

standby” (or standard!) of libertarian
journals, The Freeman.
• National Center for Policy Analysis,
7701 N. Stemmons, Suite 800, Dallas, TX
75247, publishes “Executive Alert,” one of
the most jam-packed sources of information
available to libertarian campaigners and ac¬
tivists generally. A recent issue covered the
impact of reduced taxes on the rich (they pay
more!), the “nightmare” future costs of govern¬
ment health care, the sorry record of the World
Bank, and the impact of high taxes on the
growth of economies of the 50 states. Terrific

outreach.

They also publish

privatization and

-

M

$12.95 each

-

one on

newsletter on
“economics in argu¬
a

mentation.”
• The Heartland Institute, 59 East Van

Buren, Suite 810, Chicago, IL 60605, special¬
izes in in-depth studies of issues that impact
directly on municipalities. Recent studies have
looked at the possibilities of home ownership
for public housing tenants, the impact of auto
safety regulations, the propriety of public
libraries in

competition with private video tape

libraries, the true economics of publicly-financed
sports arenas, and the impact of tax increases
on

certain midwestem states. Theirs is another

catalog of immense interest to libertarian cam¬
paigners, particularly in “the heartland” but
actually everywhere.
Foundation for Research on Economics
and the Environment, P.O. Box 330, Dallas,
TX 75275, has just begun publication of a
newsletter on free market solutions to environ¬
mental problems.
• Pacific Institute, 17 Post Street, San
•

Francisco, CA 94108, publishes outstanding
collections of views on important policy issues
with an emphasis on free market solutions.
Their catalog is a valuable libertarian reference
and their outstanding book, Dealing With

public debate “must” for liber¬
tarian candidates these days.
• National
Taxpayers Union, 325 Penn¬

Drugs, is

a

sylvania Avenue, SE, Washington, DC 20003,
resource for studies of taxation and

is the basic

Quality 50/50 tee shirts
black on bright gold
S

all libertarians interested in

L

or

-

or

money

Industrial

Spring Trail, San Fernando, CA 91342

"...a remarkable

bargain?!...."

(1) Write to 4 below. (2) Study, think. (3) Decide.
On paperwork, initial funding.
Hartman helps - with medical, legal,
orthodox, insurance & other pros.
you be in an experiment creating/using

to-be-developed knowledge to halt the "death"
process today so tomorrow's medicine can
rejuvenate you to good life?

P. 0. Bex

Libertarian International, 9308 FarmingDrive, Richmond, VA 23229, publishes a
definitive newsletter covering international de¬
velopments of interest to and involving liber¬
ton

tarians.

Top Tapes
Talk Liberty

Political

anti-trust reform, and trade.
• Center for the
Study

Report magazine.

•

listen to while driving to work
trips? How about readings from and
commentaries on Adam Smith, Thomas Jeffer¬
son, Thoreau, Mary Wollstonecraft, William
Lloyd Garrison, La Boetie, Tom Paine, Locke,
and De Toqueville!
It’s all available on audio cassettes produced
by Knowledge Products from scripts written by
such notable libertarians as Wendy McElroy,
George Smith, and Jeffrey Rogers Hummed.
Knowledge Products currently is looking for
Libertarian Party and other libertarian organiza¬
What do you

or

of Market Al¬

ternatives, P.O. Box 1001, Caldwell, ID
83606, specializes in just the information its
title implies.
• Center for the Study ofMarket Processes,
George Mason University, 4400 University

on

tions who want to distribute the cassettes on a

commission basis. If

you’re interested in this

raise local funds, contact Dyanne
Petersen, 25525 Starboard Drive, Dana Point,
CA 92629; telephone 714-493-5568.

new

way to

Ed Clark says, "I heartily endorse A Liberty
I think it is an excellent tool to

Primer.

deepen the understanding of those who
liberty." To order
your copy, send $7.95 + $1.00 postage
(NYers add sales tax) to: Genesee Valley
Society for Individual Liberty, Box 10224,
want to learn more about

Drawer LPN,

Rochester, NY 14610

300, Seligman, MO 65745

DECENTALIZE!
IF YOU CARE

libertarian SOLUTION for America!!!
of individuals in self-governing
communities (loosely confederated re-
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ment
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ALCOR: 12327 Doherty
Riverside, CA 92503
ACS: 870 Market #368
San Francisco, CA 94102
Cl: 24041 Stratford
Oak Park, MI 48237
514 NW, Stuart, IA

• Manhattan Institute, 131
Spring Street,
6th Floor, New York, NY 10012, publishes
books on public policy issues and the Manhat¬

Economy Research Founda¬
tion, 502 South 19th Avenue, #211, Boze¬
man, MT 59715, specializes in free market
analysis of natural resource management
•
Society for Individual Liberty, P.O. Box
338, Warminster, PA 18974, publishes one of
the most effective series of libertarian pamphlets
covering every aspect of social and political
concern. Most highly recommended.
•
Competitive Enterprise Institute, 2039
New Hampshire Avenue, NW, #206, Washing¬
ton, DC 20009, specializes in research on free
market solutions to environmental problems,
•

$25 yearly
Sample copy $1

Products

titles.

resource.
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“Market Process,” focusing
analysis of policy issues.
• Independent
Institute, 847 Sansom
Street, San Francisco, CA 94111, studies
critical public issues.
• libertarian Press,
Spring Mills, PA 16875,
promotes the Austrian school of economics by
maintaining classic works and publishing new
on
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Drive, Fairfax, VA 22030, publishes a bi¬

people who vote for it. If taxes are an
in every campaign?—
this is the group to which you will want to
belong and whose material, including an indispensible monthly newsletter, you will find
the

to
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Real Resource

largely to their brilliant economic philos¬
opher, Walter Block, provides materials that
should enliven any libertarian debate or cam¬
paign. Their catalog and material should be in
the hands of every libertarian.
• Reason Foundation, familiar to most lib¬
ertarians as the publisher of the most success¬
ful free market magazine, Reason, also pro¬
duces 60-second radio spots which should be

"ANARCHO-CATAPULTIST PIG"

Forest

12234

Canadian issues but,

thanks

a

NEWS

3
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V

Lysander, Inc
8 Peyton St., #1F
Winchester, VA 22601
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“RED RINGER” Shirt
Silk Screened
Multicolor Art
50% Cotton Blend

High Quality Gem

S 9.95 each. Include $1.50 Shipping and

Handling

(Include Style Number and Size)

Freedom Enterprises
15765 Main Market Road

Burton, OH 44021

per

order.
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Very disturbing report in the Northwest
Libertarian, that Andre Marrou, our vice
presidential candidate, had complained of lack
of support from the party's national committee,
citing a refusal by the committee to let him use
the party’s national mailing list for his own
fund raising efforts. National Chairman Jim
Turney, when asked about the situation, said
that if such a thing had happened it was in
direct violation of a firm party resolution
pledging support for the national ticket. Pleased
hear that the resourceful Marrou had got
hold of the list anyway, Turney pledged to find
out how such a mistake as
denying it in the first
to

place could have been made.

Although it didn’t make many front pages,
of the most significant events of the Soviet
occupation of Eastern Europe was headlined
this way in the Washington Post: “VCRs on
Fast Forward in Eastern Europe; Booming
one

Video Market Erodes State Control of Infor¬
mation.” Liberty plus technology! Even the
statist National Review is getting part of the
message, reluctantly advocating sale of per¬
sonal computers to the Soviet Union, saying

offset

ment

“by the fantastic

Digest

completely out of any “business, profes¬

sional, commercial, financial,

industrial
enterprise except as specified in the Consti¬
tution”? Well, it’s still pending in Congress and
nine states have endorsed it. For

a

fist of

Cahon, CA 92021.

Libertarian
party there, is supporting small wineries that
are being forced out of business
by a special
provision of the new federal budget: a $500
occupational tax on certain small businesses
with gross receipts of less than $500,000. First
winery to go (because of profits less than the
tax!) is one run by a conservative Republican
whose red wines took first and second prize in
last year's state fair. Way to go, Ronnie!
★ ★★★★

the main streets is Government Street but that
if you follow it, it eventually becomes...In¬

dependence Boulevard!

has

★ ★★★★
Texas Libertarian Party, opposing plans to
build more prisons in the state, issued a press

tripled membership and has
about 1,000.

a

mailing list of

★ ★★★★

Outstanding petitioners in Oregon’s push for

release

making this strong point: “One-third of

the 51,500 signatures needed for ballot access:
Joe Dehn and Donna Merzi, with well over

the state prison inmates are incarcerated as...a
result of the drug prohibition effort...Violent

1,000 apiece.

criminals are walking the street because they
have been released to make room for non¬
violent drug users. Drug prohibition is making
billionaires of mobsters and thugs, and is even

★ ★★★★

Libertarian novelist Neil
number 5 of wife Kathy’s

Smith, writing in
splendid journal,
Apalogia ($3 an issue, 111 East Drake,
#7032, Fort Collins, CO 80525), presents a
tantalizing notion of fantasy as a tool for social
change: “If Rand had written The Moon is a
Harsh Mistress, or edited its pessimistic ending,
if Heinlein had written Atlas Shrugged, pacing
it like Door Into Summer, Dave Bergland
would be in the White

California’s

★ ★★★★

reports that in the past two years the state party

current candidates who support it, send a
donation of $1 for five copies of the Election

Special published by Break Free, Box 2386, El

Country Village, #506, San Jose,

Shreveport (LA) Libertarian, organ of the
LP there, notes that in the state capital one of

★ ★★★★
Alabama state chair, Frank Monachelli,

or

★ ★★★★
Free New Mexico, paper of the

★ ★★★★

that the drawbacks

News

5 Town and
CA 95128.

House

right now,
auctioning off the furniture because we'd have
captured people’s imaginations...People want
Utopia. They’ve watched Star Trek until the
emulsion wore off...and helped Star Wars
outgross World War II because [the characters
in the fantasies assure] them that there is a
future, one worth looking forward to.” Sum¬
ming it up, he says that, “It may be enough for
libertarians, that what they propose is morally
right. It is not enough for others. Most people
require a fairly concrete picture of the future...”

subverting entire countries,
seeing in Panama...”

as we are now

★ ★★★★

Pennsylvania Libertarian Party has sub¬
scribed to a statewide commercial wire service,
PR Newswire. that sends press releases to all
media which can be targeted for local, county,

opportunity.”

Community Redevelopment Adescribed as “property rights death
squads” in a lively denunciation by Sarah
Foster in Los Angeles’ Westside Libertarian
newsletter. The redevelopment agencies, Foster
says, “are the seamiest of government-business
‘partnerships.’ They can use eminent domain
to take any property within their jurisdiction.
They can declare practically any area to be
their jurisdiction. They can sell your confiscated
land to favored developers for any belowmarket level they want”

★ ★★★★
Robert Anton Wilson addicts can find his
letters from Ireland in The New Libertarian

★ ★★★★
New edition of that great libertarian classic,
The State, by Franz Oppenheimer, is available

($2.50 per issue, 1515 West Mac Arthur Blvd.,
#19, Costa Mesa, CA 92626).

How do you attract others to the move¬
ment? Newsletter of Libertarians for Greater
Cincinnati reports that their outstanding ac¬

(at $16.95) from Copley Publishing Group,
256 Great Road, Littleton, MA 01460. The
new edition was reprinted
primarily for the

tivist, Sally Ann Moore, a waitress working
her way through law school eight years ago,

of Southwestern Louisiana Uni¬

got involved in the conversation—and then in
the movement. Take a libertarian
(potential) to

Taking advantage of the current political
content of the Bloom County comic strip
(involving the Meadow Party of Opus the
penguin), Ohio LP chair David Myers wrote
to strip author Berke Breathed asking him to
consider what would happen if the. Meadow

★ ★★★★

Party actually tried to get on the ballot. It
would face, in many states, the sort of
red-tape

ability of personal
centers

are

computers to create private

of power.”

★ ★★★★
Good libertarian view on poverty taken by
the respected Freedoms Foundation in hon¬

oring inner-city entrepreneurs. Speaking to the
point, Robert Woodson, of the Washingtonbased National Center for Neighborhood En¬
terprise, said that the entrepreneurs “are proving
every day that the poor will respond to economic

★ ★★★★
Gem of an anarchist magazine is The Dan¬
delion ($ 1.50 a copy, to Michael E. Coughlin,
1985

gencies

are

classroom

use

versity Professor Jeremy Millett (who also

Selvy Av., St. Paul, MN 55104). Most
recent Volume 5, No. 20, has a rare
appreci¬
ation of Joseph Ishill, the printer who dared the
pressures of the time to bring some of the first
great European libertarian writings to America.
Coughlin, with Charles Hamilton and Mark
Sullivan, also has edited Benjamin R. Tucker

contributes a forward to the book). Having it
used in classes is perhaps the best news of all.

& The

abortion, immigration, draft, and foreign policy
(does it defend individual rights?).

Champions of Liberty ($7.95

paper¬

back).
★ ★★★★
San Francisco’s unconquerable Free Forum

Books, despite police harassment (see Liber¬
tarian Party NEWS, January-February 1988)
has available a new catalog of more than 300

books

on

liberty (1800 Market St., San Fran¬

cisco, CA 94102).
★ ★★★★

Liberty Press has a beautiful new catalog
available, fisting a grand array of classic works
on individual freedom
(7440 N. Shadeland,
Indianapolis, IN 46250).
★ ★★★★

National Rifle Association is

finally awak¬
ening to the fact that single issue defenses of
freedom are small bore in face of raging
statism. In an editorial by Executive Vice
President J. Warren Cassidy, NRA members
are strongly
urged “to view each and every sug¬
gestion of increased governmental control over
our fives and
property with a great deal of
suspicion and inquiry.” Earlier in the editorial
he presented a bull’s-eye fist of things that
appear innocent to many but actually erode
freedom: seat belt laws, helmet laws, smoke
detectors, zoning, smoking bans.
★ ★★★★
Howard Katz, writing in

Massachusetts
paper, blisters the
statement by its chairman,

Liberty, the state’s LP

Cato Institute for a
William Niskanen, advocated a break with the
Louvre Accord in order “to restore money

growth.” Katz’ point: “To save the supply side
agenda, it was necessary to break the Louvre
Accord and print money at record rates once
more.”
★ ★★★★

the federal

It asks for views on state role in various fields,
as well as on taxes,
repeal of all drug laws,

★ ★★★★

Oregon LP’s chair, Bob Fauvre, is pro¬
ducing a weekly cable TV show called Liber¬
tarian Options.
★ ★★★★

Georgia Libertarian, tabloid of

the LP

there, has published a special issue that could
be a pattern for other states. It presents the LP
position on major pending state legislative
proposals and offers libertarian counterpro¬
posals that would move toward a free society.
★ ★★★★

Illinois LP treasurer Scott Walton recalls,
in the party paper Illinois Libertarian, that a
1952 article in an Oklahoma paper said that:
“The platform of the libertarian candidate is

simple, it has only

one

plank in it: NO SPE¬

CIAL PRIVILEGE FOR ANYONE. He
concerns himself with
only two methods of

achieving this worthy objective: 1. The free
market, 2. Government limited
of fife and

to the

defense

property.”

★ ★★★★
Utah’s always lively LP now features a
familiar sort of slogan on much of its literature
and posters: “Just Say No To Taxes!!!”
★ ★★★★
Movement of the Libertarian Left (P.O.
Box 1748, Long Beach, CA 90801) is cele¬
brating its 10th anniversary with public reaf¬
firmation of its hard-line “support of the CounterEconomy because it encompasses all moral
acts forbidden by the State.” The
group is also
starting a research project to track the effect of
the unofficial economy on

the official

govern¬

Colorado LP’s CLiPboard newsletter sug¬
gests using Ron Paul TV appearances (such as
on the Buckley show) as a focus for local
gettogethers.

libertarians

talking at lunch,

lunch!

Sign of healthy libertarian growth: The
Pragmatist (bi-monthly, $ 10/year, Box 392,
Forest Grove, PA 18922) has just published
its largest issue to date. It includes editor Jorge
Amador’s spry defense of private foreign
policies and John Dentinger’s timely warning
that sometimes privatization just means getting
private citizens to perform the often repressive
work of public agents.
★ ★★★★

Colorful endorsement of the use of federal
election funds in The Oklahoma Caucus,
newsletter of the party there: “I think we ought
to take those federal funds and start kicking
some statist ass.” In a more official vein, the

party's executive committee later passed
urging the Paul campaign
accept federal matching funds.

state
a

to

formal resolution

★ ★★★★

Great graphic
ertarian: a fine

from the Metro-Detroit Lib¬
drawing of a pistol, under a
caption of “Libertarian Aptitude Quiz #301,”
and with this inquiry underneath: “This picture
reminds me of (a) December 25, (b) January 1,
or (c) April 15.”
★ ★★★★

Activist John Flanagan of Carlsbad, CA,
has come up with a wonderful tongue-in-cheek

“organizational” way to make a libertarian
point. He’s writing letters to editors telling

them of his new American
Society to Help
Increase Taxes. (Interesting acronym.) “It’s a

fact," he writes, that progress is a result
of government spending and if what it does so
far is so good, then doing more should be
better. Therefore, “our Society proposes that
we require our government to tax all income
and property at 100% of value.” Sad
pos¬
sibility: the number of editors who will take it
proven

a

nominal per-

fee, any LP candidate can use the party’s
subscription to get PR material distributed in a
very efficient way. Might be worth checking
your state to see if a similar service exists that
could be useful to your campaigns.
★ ★★★★
Fine Baloo cartoon in Trout in the Milk,
newsletter of the West Lafayette (IN) LP: Two

angels

talking; one is explaining “We never
here—there aren’t enough
experienced people.”
are

★ ★★★★

curtain that makes it virtually impossible for
third parties to engage in the most basic of
democratic activities, the vote. At the same

time, LP founder David Nolan passes along
several other Bloom

County strips which

sug¬

gest, to Nolan, that the cartoonist may be a
libertarian at heart. We’ll check on that.
★ ★★★★
Contra Costa (C A) Newsletter, The Aboli¬
tionist, has a fine bumper sticker suggestion:

“Support the Underground Economy—Raise
the Minimum Wage.”
★ ★★★★
Minnesota Libertarian, newsletter of the
LP there, has circulated copies of libertarian
Neil Smith’s New Covenant: an agreement for
individual sovereignty, freedom from coercion,
freedom of voluntary association, the indi¬

viduality of rights—neither collective nor ad¬
ditive—and liberty, and a pledge, in effect, to
five by these agreements on freedom despite
and

beyond existing laws.

★ ★★★★
Marrou campaign manager Michael Emer-

ling, arguing for a party-building presidential
campaign in the Illinois Libertarian, newslet¬
ter of the LP there: “The Libertarian Party
presidential campaign should devote 90% of
its time to recruiting new [people] into the
party. Suppose the LP candidate spends $4
million, gets 2 million votes and a handful of
new

members. After

the election...we have...

yellowing newspaper clippings, empty wallets,
and worn-out, burned-out activists. Suppose
[the campaign] gets 40,000 new members and
a handful of votes? What’s the return on our
investment? One new activist for every 6250

people in

every

state”....4,000 in California,

400 in Arizona, etc.

seriously.
IS ABORTION AGGRESSION?
★ ★★★★

one.

★ ★★★★

Wondering whatever happened to the Liber¬
ty Amendment, a proposal that would abolish
the income tax and also get

★ ★★★★

Michigan LP is distributing a candidate
questionnaire for anyone interested in running.

some

statewide distribution. For

usage

have elections up

★ ★★★★

overheard

or

California libertarians, faced with the familiar
problem of newsletters that must deal in intra¬

info but also try to attract outside
interest, have started a special publication just
for outreach: Choices, edited by Todd Greene.
party

Libertarian arguments against abortion and
for parental obligation. Literature packet, S3.

(For information only, please send SASE.)
Libertarians for Life
13424

Hathaway Drive, #18
Wheaton, MD 20906, 301/4G0-4141
National Coordinator

Doris Gordon,

Libertarian

Liberty Looks
Liberty Magazine, R.W. Bradford’s out¬
standing new contribution to libertarian peri¬
odical literature, has polled a random sample
of readers to get a profile of libertarianism.
Here is a summary of the results:
Sixty-six percent felt that government has a

at

offspring.
Seventy-six percent said that political action
is an appropriate method of advancing liberty
but only 10 percent felt that people have a
responsibility to vote.
The highest percentages of agreement were
on basic issues such as “no person has the right
to initiate physical force against another”
(89%), everyone has a right to life (92%),
everyone has a right to liberty (92%), everyone
has a right to property (86%), and everyone
has a right to the pursuit of happiness (87%).
On particular questions, 69 percent want all
restrictions on immigration removed; 90 per¬
cent want all tariffs removed, 53 percent feel
that an absolutely isolationist foreign policy is
best. Intellectual influences (with Ayn Rand
and Murray Rothbard the clear leaders), alpha¬
betically and with their average on a scale of 1,
for low influence, to 5, for high influence, were:
Aristotle
Frederic Bastiat
David Friedman
Milton Friedman

Murray Rothbard
Herbert Spencer
Lysander Spooner

3.91
2.11
2.34

William G. Sumner
Morris & Linda Tannehill

1.50
1.76

Benjamin Tucker

1.30

A

whopping 60 percent of respondents are in
or technical work with 26 percent of
that total being in computer science. Ten
percent are government employees, 15 percent
are small business owners, 3 percent are
investors, 5 percent are lawyers, 2 percent are
farmers, 2 percent work for non-profit groups,
6 percent teach, 2 percent work in factories, 2
scientific

Libertarian

1.33

John

1.85
3.14
1.45
1.23
1.80
2.32
2.49
2.05
3.63
2.19
1.79
4.02

Hospers

Thomas Jefferson
Immanuel Kant
Samuel Konkin III
Robert LeFevre
John Locke
H.L. Mencken
John Stuart Mill

Ludwig

von Mises
Albert J. Nock

Robert Nozick

Ayn Rand

the child.

For

a

copy

of the entire

survey

and its

results, with comments from those involved in
it, write for issue Number Six of Liberty ($4

plus $1 shipping); Liberty Magazine, Box
1167, Port Townsend, WA 98368. Subscrip¬
tion, for six issues per year, is $18.

fully three-fourths of the world enmeshed in the Marxist
mythos, no American can afford not to understand its underlying
With

insights into their history and application to the present.

•

Detailed, point-by-point analysis
as economist, philos¬
opher, historian, prognosticator,
revolutionary.. .and man.

for the

mm

•

Risk and incentive

as

•

theory, and its bloody—and
•

Jim Lewis, former Libertarian Party can¬
didate for the vice presidency of the United

•

Why Marx’s actual contributions
to economic theory amount to
“virtually zero.”

States, has been sentenced to three years in

|V P

•

IORDER

16”

of

Why even Marx himself would
disagree with the claims of
“good intentions” made by his
disciples.

•The contradictions—and

perversions—of Marxist theory
made by Lenin, Stalin, and

Marx’s historical and economic

predictions—why he made
them; why they failed.

speak boldly “in

of the workers without

actions.”
•

justification”

name

their consent [but] in defiance
their contrary views and

spurs to

development—the
issues Marx conveniently ignored.

•The “historical

How Marxists
the

economic

mii-osoPHY and i;a>\(>Mics

acquisition and
political power.”

maintenance of

of Marx

Lewis Jailed

good behavior, with the remaining
sentence suspended but with five years of
probation imposed after release—during

save

of Marxism

inevitable—aftermath.

prison for his principled resistance to tax
regulations.
Now waiting for assignment to a minimum
security prison (they’re so crowded that
there is a waiting list), Jim will have to serve
one year of the sentence, or a lesser time

picture window and sells tickets to

Thomas Sowell
Shatters the Myths

offer fresh

2.25

a

anyone wishing to observe the child starve to
death. He makes it clear that the child is free to
leave at any time, but that anyone crossing his
lawn will be viewed as trespassing.” Eightynine percent would go ahead and trespass to

Party.

Robert A. Heinlein
Karl Hess

front of

$10,000.
Ninety-five percent of respondents were
male, heterosexuals (95%), and monogamous
(74%) living with active libertarians (5%),
quasi-libertarians (24%), passive libertarians
(38%), and non-libertarians (32%).
Seventy-seven percent said that they do not
follow any religion.
Eighty-five percent give money to liber¬
tarian causes; 58 percent belong to the national

ideology. Thomas Sowell, who has seen the issue from both sides
(first as adherent, and later opponent) makes Marxism a
fascinating, sometimes frightening study. Lively, lucid and
enlightening, Marxism will acquaint readers with the facts, and

Thomas Hobbes

A number of thorny moral or ethical ques¬
tions also were posed, such as:
“The parent of a new-born baby places it in

percent are in sales, 6 percent are managers.
Five percent reported incomes annually
greater than $ 100,000 with most (52%) having
incomes between $30-100,000; 28 percent
between $10-30,000, and 16 percent less than

1.95
2.28
1.92
2.95
2.39
3.02
2.11

Barry Goldwater
F.A. Hayek
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Libertarians and Finds...

role but that it should be much smaller than at

present; 29 percent felt it should be abolished.
Thirty-seven percent felt that abortion is
wrong but only 13 percent felt it should be
outlawed, while 56 percent felt that parents
should have a legal obligation to support their

Party NEWS

others.
•

Why “Marxism was—and
mighty instrument

remains—a

Marx’s youth as a “spoiled rich
kid”—and its enduring legacy

throughout his life and writings.

TOLL-FREE

with

which time he is commanded to pay taxes
“in a timely manner” and to “associate only

law-abiding persons and maintain rea¬
sonable hours.”
The government’s attempt to also prohibit
Lewis from attending public meetings pro¬

1-800-238-2200
ext. 500
Book #TS4120

with

testing taxes was denied by the trial judge.
Still convinced that the questions that he

legality of the income
answered, Lewis is
looking for libertarians willing to write their
representatives in Congress, repeating his

raised regarding the
tax have not been

questions. Anyone interested in such action
may obtain a copy of Lewis’ suggested
letter to Congressmen by writing to the
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Afghan Aid, Danish Push, World Report
By Vince Miller

of the “Freedom Network News” will
courage

AFGHANISTAN: Libertarian International
Pakistani Rep Asim Effendi and his father
Aslam

are attempting to generate some interest
raising funds for the victims (widows and
orphans) of Soviet imperialism in Afghanistan.
Both are cooperating with Afghanistan refugee
relief agencies and, as a fund-raising project,
they propose an American road show tour
featuring a troupe of Afghanistan tribesmen
performing the wildly exciting and daredevil
equestrian sport of Buzkashi. Promoters/finan¬

in

ciers would of course be welcome to

a

share of

profits for their efforts.
DENMARK: Libertarian International Rep
Otto Brons-Petersen reports that the liber¬
tarian Danish “LIBERTAS” foundation has
been making a concerted effort to introduce
Austrian economics and Randian epistemology

Copenhagen University. They have already
been successful in setting up a course on
Radical Subjectivism in Economics and are
to

organizing a conference this summer on that
subject Otto reports that the climate of debate
appears to be moving in the libertarian direc¬

en¬

members in 44 countries to do likewise.

NIGERIA: Libertarian International is now
in the process of confirming Mr. Innocent
Eleazu of Owerri, Imo State, Nigeria, as a

representative. Mr. Eleazu is principal of a
high school and president of the Nigerian
Association of Economists. He is currently
working toward the goal of setting up a school
of free-market economics in Nigeria and is
seeking funding and free-market books to assist
him in that goal. He plans to attend Li’s
Swaziland conference in August.
NORWAY: A European libertarian com¬
puter bulletin board is now operational in Oslo.
Called BLACKBOARD, its number is: 47 02
555561. This service is being provided by LI
Norwegian Rep Bjorn Kjolseth (pronounced
Shulsett)—home (non-computerized) phone is
47 02 559761.
PALESTINE: Libertarian International is
now in the process of confirming Mubarak E.
Awad of the East Jerusalem “Palestinian

Center for the Study of Nonviolence” as a
Swaziland speaker. Awad has been influenced

tion in Denmark and that two libertarian books

by American libertarians and proposes a
Ghandian type approach to the Middle East

forthcoming: one on “Privatization and
Liberty” and the other an introduction and
collection of essays by French 19th Century

conflict. An LI member in Texas has sent
Awad literature—including a copy of Louw
and Kendall’s The Solution. Problems have

classical liberal Frederic Bastiat.
HOLLAND: LI Rep and LIFHAS (Liber¬
tarian Foundation for Human Assistance)

arisen because of the fact that Prime Minister
Shamir of Israel has threatened to deport

are

president Hubert Jongen has launched action
by BENELUX libertarians to protest the
shameful treatment of Norma Jean Almodovar
American Ambassador in Amsterdam.
We hope to see much more international pres¬
to the

sure

generated

on

her behalf and the next issue

Awad,

or to refuse him re-entry if he leaves the
country. We may ultimately have to launch a
protest action to counter this and hope that we

World Conference in Swaziland this August is
Dr. Frederik van Zyl Slabbed. Dr. Slabbed
was a member of the South African Parliament
leader of the Progressive Federal Party, and
Leader of the Opposition from 1974 to 1986.
He walked off the floor of the house in

February 1986, resigning his

seat and position
opposition leader, in protest over govern¬
ment racial policy. He is a
longtime proponent
of peaceful political and constitutional change
as

in South Africa.

SWITZERLAND: LI Rep Alphonse Crespo

has written a fascinating 24-page booklet en¬
titled “From Adam Smith to Karl Marx...and
Back (Lessons from the Swiss Classical Lib¬

energy

and where Marx went wrong. A good book for
converting Marxist intellectuals to libertari¬
anism. Also an interesting addition to the body

of literature on our libertarian “roots.” Avail¬
able through LI (USA) for $2.95 plus 750
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sample of each we will send them to you free of
charge. Bulk quantities are available for 4.5
cents each (includes postage and handling).
Miller is president of Libertarian Interna¬
tional, 9308 Farmington Drive, Richmond,
Virginia 23229.
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Dave Walter

Foreign Aid Programs” by former

mist Ken Schoolland; and our latest, “The
Protection Racket,” on free trade vs. pro¬
tectionism by Vince Miller. If you would like a

NatCom Officers
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Robert Poole, Jr.; “The Disaster of Inter¬

FRANCE: A European Libertarian Con¬
ference commemorating the bicentennial of the
French Revolution is being organized by LI

Party
r

of the

or most

and financial resource of the LP this
year will be channeled into the Ron Paul cam¬
paign and ballot access drives, we suggest that
those of you who are interested in distributing
educational pamphlets consider Li’s position
papers (overprinted with your organization or
state party address on orders of 1,000 or
more). These attractive two-color pieces in¬
clude: “Privatization: Shrinking the State” by
national

Libertarian
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already been published in Swedish and

Afrikaans.
LITERATURE: As much

postage and handling.

International Conference Center Maurice Ravel

^

readers.
A French translation of Frances Kendall
and Leon Louw’s book After Apartheid, The
Solution for South Africa has been readied
and a publisher is now being sought. The book

patron extraordinaire Madame de Stael. It
also tells of this pioneer libertarian feminist’s
ongoing battle with Napoleon and shows how
early libertarians from her group (such as
Sismondi) ironically came to influence Marx—

speaker lineup to Libertarian International’s
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Alain Dumait, who with

recently formed “Le Mouvement
Libertarien” in Paris, has expressed an interest
in visiting the US A and following the Ron Paul
campaign in the final days before the election.
He was a journalist with L ’Express and Figaro
before becoming a mayor of Paris and would
like to cover the campaign for European
three others

has

port More in future issues of LP NEWS.
SWAZILAND: A new addition to the

American libertarians for sup¬

(Paris, District XII). More

ports. Incidentally,

erals).” It tells of what must be the first (19th
Century) libertarian thinktank (Castle Coppet
in Germany) which was run by libertarian

Rep Alain Dumait (mayor of the financial
district of Paris and vice-mayor of Paris proper).
It will be held in France in July of 1989. The
program will be in English and French and is
being handled by famed French author and
journalist Henri Lepage. The site will be the

can count on

in St. Vincennes

details in future LP NEWS international re¬
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